On 7 March 2014, an increase in hepatitis A virus (HAV) infections was identified in Norway. As of 12 April, 19 cases of HAV infection with a virus strain identical to an ongoing European outbreak have been identified. Six probable cases are currently under investigation. On 11 April, a frozen berry mix cake imported from another European country was found as the likely source of the outbreak; the importer has withdrawn the product in Norway.

On 7 March 2014, the Department of Infectious Disease Epidemiology at the Norwegian Institute of Public Health (NIPH) identified an increase in domestic cases of hepatitis A without travel history within the previous six weeks that were notified to the Norwegian Surveillance System for Communicable Diseases (MSIS). Over the past 10 years we have seen one to two domestic cases of hepatitis A notified monthly in Norway [1], with the exception of 2013 when a Nordic outbreak led to an increase in notified cases. Between February and March 2014, more than 20 cases of hepatitis A were notified, most of them with no travel history. The patients identified until the beginning of March 2014 were mostly males living in Oslo. An alert was sent on 9 March to the municipal health authorities and to the Norwegian Food Safety Authority (NFSA). On 10 March, in order to inform other European countries about the increase, an urgent enquiry was posted on the European Epidemic Intelligence Information System (EPIS) run by the European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control (ECDC).

Initial epidemiological investigation
Hepatitis A is mainly transmitted by the faecal-oral route from person to person or contaminated food or water. It has an incubation period of approximately 30 days [2]. NIPH initiated exploratory interviews by telephone to obtain information on clinical symptoms and symptom onset, the mode of transmission and possible common exposures among the patients. The structured questionnaire included questions on consumption of food and drinks as well as other information (i.e. household composition, drug use, occupation) in the period from two to six weeks before symptom onset. The results of these interviews suggested a food-borne route of transmission.

In Norway, hepatitis A virus (HAV) is genotyped only in outbreak situations. As soon as the increase in cases was identified, the reference laboratory at the NIPH started to collect all anti-HAV IgM-positive blood samples diagnosed in the local and regional laboratories.

On 21 March, the first available typing results showed that 16 domestic cases out of 21 had an identical outbreak strain (NOR-2014-V1) of genotype IA based on a 466 bp sequence in the VP3-VP1 region of the HAV genome. To confirm the association with the European Hepatitis A outbreak ongoing since January 2013 that was associated with consumption of frozen berries [3,4], the reference laboratory repeated the sequencing using the region used in the case definition for that outbreak (VP1-2a region, 460bp) [5]. Results from 1 April confirmed that the Norwegian isolates were identical to those in the European outbreak (KF182323) and a message was posted in the European Early Warning and Response System platform (EWRS) on the same day.

Outbreak description
As HAV is generally only typed during outbreak investigations in Norway, the onset of the outbreak is difficult to determine because HAV samples are only stored for a limited time. As of 12 April, all samples collected...
since November 2013 for which serum was still available at local and regional laboratories have been typed and the following outbreak case definition has been developed:

- **Probable case**: a person living in Norway with clinical illness compatible with HAV infection and serum-positive for HAV IgM antibodies, with onset of symptoms since November 2013 and no travel history to endemic areas two to six weeks before onset of symptoms.
- **Confirmed case**: a probable case from whom the HAV outbreak strain is identified.

As of 12 April, 25 cases (19 confirmed and six probable) have been identified in Norway. Fifteen cases were men and all were adults (age range: 24–71 years; median: 43 years). The patients lived in 15 different municipalities, mainly in the south-east region of the country. Onset of symptoms ranged from 7 November 2013 to 9 April 2014. Most of the cases (n=21) had disease onset between Week five and Week 12 (28 January to 21 March). Two of the cases were close contacts of two previously diagnosed cases and were considered secondary cases (Figure). In addition, we were informed, through selective exchange on the EWRS, about a foreign tourist diagnosed with hepatitis A in March, after travelling on a cruise ship along the Norwegian coast in February.

**Outbreak investigation**

All primary cases were interviewed. We used trawling questionnaires for the first 13 cases. Different types of berries, salads, vegetables and fruits were the most commonly mentioned food items by the cases. A matched (1:3) case–control study is currently underway to test the hypotheses generated from the trawling questionnaires. A preliminary analysis has been performed including six of the 13 patients already interviewed as well as 10 additional primary cases that had not been interviewed with the trawling questionnaires. No exposure was significantly associated with the disease.

Since the incubation period of hepatitis A is relatively long and recall bias regarding food consumption in the interview results is likely, primary cases were also asked to provide their bank records on food purchases six weeks before disease onset. This was done to support the traceback of food items under suspicion, it allowed shops to provide information on brands and batches of the foods that were being sold at a given point. We were focussing specifically on berries and products containing berries because of the 100% match with the European outbreak strain identified in the laboratory investigation.

So far, five cases reported to have bought bags of frozen berries during the incubation period. Three of them had berries left in the freezer at the time of the investigation and allowed the NFSA to take samples to test for HAV. Results from samples from two of the patients were negative. Results from samples from the third patient are still pending.

When interviewed, several cases reported that they may have eaten different kinds of cake containing berries during the incubation period. Two cases stated that they had eaten a specific type of berry mix buttermilk cake from the same shopping centre in Oslo. On 9 April, when performing the traceback investigation, the NFSA discovered that the same type of berry cake had been consumed by a third case at a hotel in northern Norway. Company X had supplied the cake to both locations. On 10 April, NIPH sent an email with
the photograph of the berry mix buttermilk cake to the remaining cases, asking specifically if they had eaten that cake, and if yes, where they had eaten it. As of 14 April, we have information from 16 cases, of whom 11 confirmed eating the cake. Four could not remember, but said they may have eaten that cake and only one responded that they had not eaten the cake. The traceback investigation indicated that the berry mix buttermilk cake was imported frozen from Germany and distributed to several locations in Norway. Samples have been taken and results are pending.

Public health measures
On 1 April, as soon as the 100% match with the HAV strain in the ongoing European outbreak was confirmed, the NFSA and the NIPH informed the public that frozen imported berries should be boiled for one minute before consumption. The ECDC published a rapid outbreak assessment on 11 April, with updated information on the European outbreak, including the cases from Norway [5].

On 10 April, the NFSA alerted the importer of the berry mix buttermilk cake of the suspicion concerning the product. The importer immediately blocked the product in storage and notified their customers to do the same. On 11 April, once the investigation revealed that several more cases had eaten the berry mix buttermilk cake, the NIPH and the NFSA informed the importer and the public that the cake was the likely source of the outbreak. The Norwegian importer immediately withdrew the product from the market in Norway. The cake had been distributed to different restaurants, canteens and cafés in Norway and had been sold in a small number of shops. It had also been distributed to cruise ships sailing along the Norwegian coast. The same day, the NFSA posted a Rapid Alert System for Food and Feed (RASFF) notification about this product and the NIPH updated the EWRS message.

Traceback investigations are still ongoing to determine whether contaminated berries could have been distributed to Norway through other channels. An international traceback investigation is ongoing to find the origin of the berries used in the cake.

Conclusion
Hepatitis A is a re-emerging foodborne health threat in Europe, illustrated by several multinational outbreaks over the last couple of years [4,6-8]. At least three of these outbreaks have been linked to berries [4,7,8]. Consumption of berries has increased from 1.25 to 3.81 kg per capita per year in Norway from 2003 until 2012 [9]. Berries are increasingly imported into Europe, and Norway has seen an increase in import of this product over the last five years. A substantial amount of imported berries are from countries with high endemic levels of hepatitis A [10]. In outbreaks, traceback of these products, especially frozen berries, has proven to be challenging and is illustrated in the current European outbreak in which the origin of the berries has not yet been found. This highlights the need to improve traceback systems for berries imported into Europe. Currently, several countries, including Norway, are participating in a working group, HAVTrace, which is being arranged by the European Commission in collaboration with the European Food Safety Authority (EFSA) and ECDC. The goal is to collect existing evidence and coordinate the traceback activity between the affected countries.
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